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Remembering Irene Dalis
by Walter B. Rudolph

T

he Met Auditions, Utah Festival Opera (Logan, Utah) and JBS-USA—
each gave me a non-performing
experience with Irene Dalis. The last time
was July 2012 when she accepted the JBSUSA offer to become an Honorary Advisor
of the Society.
Ten months earlier, colleague and music
critic Wolfgang Denker had taken me from
his home in Bremen, Germany to Oldenburg to a concert performance of Vivaldi’s Il
farnace starring Max Emanuel Cencic. Presented in a church-converted-concert hall,
he insisted on showing me the Oldenburg
Opera House before the short drive home.
That experience came full circle during my
last interview with Irene Dalis.
She remembered her first contract in
Oldenburg and the rigorous and unusual
training she received beginning in 1953.
Only four years later she made her Met
debut as Princess Eboli with Jussi Björling,
who was singing the title role in Don Carlo.
In turn, these and other critically important
experiences provided the basis to the new
company she later founded and guided,
Opera San José.
Only four years after her Met debut,

she sang Kundry in Parsifal at the Met. She
became the first American to sing the role
at Bayreuth, a performance which has been
available on LP or CD since the sixties. The
cast is one of legend: Jess Thomas, Irene
Dalis, George London, Hans Hotter and
Hans Knappertsbusch, conducting.
At age 85 a brutal car accident reduced her mobility. A wheel chair and her
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specially equipped Chevrolet allowed her a
freedom of movement otherwise severely
curtailed. Still, to observe her in action, no
one would have realized how much she was
still suffering and declining from that accident. Her countenance radiated confidence,
poise, leadership and happiness.
She sang in all the major houses of the
world, but the Met remained her home for
20 years and 274 performances, including
Brangäne to Birgit Nilsson’s debut Isolde.
Then she segued to a new and soon
preferred career as the founder and guiding
light for Opera San José, providing extraordinary and award winning guidance based
on her early experiences in Oldenburg, Germany. Born in San José to a Greek father
and Italian mother, San José welcomed her
home and the feeling was mutual.
She died December 14, 2014 in Saratoga, California at the age of 89. n
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